PART- 4

FEEDBACK AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Feedback
Absence of a Body to Assume
the Lead Role
Although the mobilization of all the security
agencies including the Nepalese Army was
in effect immediately after the April 25th
mega earthquake, there was an absence of
a higher civilian active body to coordinate
the efforts of all the concerned sectors. As a
result effective coordination among various
concerned sectors could not be achieved
and it affected the relief material collection
and distribution mechanism. The need for an
effective body to assume the leading role in
coordinating the efforts of all the concerned
sectors in the field was felt.
The active participation of the Nepalese Army
and other security agencies contributed
greatly to the overall rescue and relief effort.
Right from the initial days of mobilization, the
involvement of the Nepalese Army was felt
to be indispensable in almost all the sectors
(management and transportation of relief
materials, management of displaced persons,
provision of emergency services, etc.).

Limitation of Air Transport
As 33 Districts in total were affected by the
earthquake (out of which the effect on 14

including the three Districts of the capital was
severe), mobilizing the limited air resources
to conduct rescue and relief operations over
such a wide area proved to be a challenge.
Moreover, most of the affected areas were
very remote and inaccessible except by
air. Therefore, the biggest challenge was
fulfilling the rescue and relief requirements
with whatever air assets were available to
meet the expectations of those in need.

Capacity of International Airport
Although there were no significant damages
from the devastating earthquake to the lone
international airport, a lot of challenges
emerged due to its limited cargo handling
and parking capacity. Hence many problems
were faced in coordinating the handling,
storage, supply and distribution of the relief
materials.

Requisitions
The Disaster Relief Act 2039 had provisions
which allowed, at times of disaster, to draw in
all the means of transportation from public
and private sectors and place them at the
government’s disposal. However as this
provision in the act was not utilized, in the
initial days of mobilization, difficulties were
faced in managing transportation means in
sufficient numbers. Some organizations had
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Where there is a will, there is a way: Soldiers carrying relief materials on their backs to people in cut off areas

Memorandum of Understandings (MOU) with
local transportation companies. However,
given that the drivers and staff tended to
families and did not report for work, these
arrangements usually fell apart.

Identification of Requirements
and Coordination
Effective mobilization of resources based on
initial damage assessment and identification
of requirements was very difficult. The
software used in the National Emergency
Operations Centre for collecting information
from the affected Districts was not very
effective. As a result, it was very difficult to
get an accurate estimate of the damage.
This complicated the relief distribution
procedure. Besides this, as several relief
organizations were distributing relief
materials randomly and in an uncoordinated

manner, the distribution of relief materials
sometimes turned out to be disproportional.

Management of Relief Materials
Other than medicines and various relief
items, there was a very high demand for
tarpaulins, tents and other such items
required for building temporary shelters.
However, the stocks of such items with the
government and availability in the market
were insufficient. Hence, construction of
shelters posed a big challenge for those
involved in relief activities.

Civilian and Military
Coordination Centres

HADR

In the disaster management framework,
the National Emergency Operation Centre
(NEOC) had the overall responsibility of
coordinating all the search and rescue

operations. A military command centre
taking guidance from the NEOC would
coordinate the operations of foreign military
humanitarian assistance teams and the On
Site Operation Coordination Centre (OSOCC)
would coordinate the efforts of civilian search
and rescue teams. As the OSOCC could not
be established on time, in the initial stages,
all the search and rescue operations (military
and civilian) were coordinated through the
Multi National Military Coordination Centre
(MNMCC). Thus, the need for an enhanced
military command centre, beyond the cell
envisaged within the framework of the NEOC,
was found to be necessary.

Control of Relief Materials and
Coordination
As sufficient research had not been carried
out regarding what relief items were actually
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required, some of the relief materials received
were of little value. This further complicated
the situation. Assistance from some nations,
search and rescue in particular, arrived late
when they were no longer required. However,
in the absence of an effective mechanism for
communicating its needs for assistance, the
government felt compelled to accept them.
While the late teams still added value in
building confidence, later into the response
period, the capacity to accept and utilize
such teams did burden the overall response.

Prior Coordination
While making a request for and accepting
a military humanitarian assistance team,
the criteria should be that the teams are
fully self-sustained in terms of rations and
accommodations. However, some of the
military humanitarian assistance teams
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which arrived in Nepal did not meet the
criteria and rations and accommodations
had to be arranged for them. This created
added burden on the already stretched
logistics system. Moreover, as suitable sites
for such teams to establish camps had not
been pre-designated; a lot of problems were
faced when they arrived less than adequately
prepared. It must be noted, however, that
most foreign military teams came superbly
prepared and resourced.

Reception Centre
A reception desk was put up at the Tribhuwan
International Airport to receive the foreign
military and civilian individuals/ teams. In
the initial phase, this desk could not function
effectively and information regarding arrival
and mobilization of such foreign individuals/
teams could not be properly disseminated.
Difficulties in communicating with such
individuals/teams were also present due to
language barriers.
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Code of Conduct

of Conduct’ for effective coordination
and mobilization of foreign humanitarian
assistance teams, at times negative news
were broadcasted by a few media agencies
which created misconceptions and confusion
amongst the general public.

Inadequate Updated Data
As timely and accurate information regarding
the facts and figures were not always
available, it was a challenge to designate
the working areas for the humanitarian
assistance teams from various friendly
foreign nations.

Recommendations
Establishment of Mechanisms
to Expedite Mobilization of the
Nepalese Army
The national disaster relief framework must
reflect the constitutional provision for
expeditious mobilization of the Nepalese
Army in disaster management.

In the absence of a proper mechanism
for coordination and a standard ‘Code

The President visiting NA HQ and affected areas

Appraising the reps from International
community

Improvements in the
Existing System for Disaster
Management
In the existing structure, the Ministry of Home
Affairs assumes the lead role in mobilization
and coordination of efforts during disaster
management operations. To make disaster
management more effective, it is advisable
to establish National Disaster Management
Council under the chairmanship of the
Prime Minister as visualized in the National
Strategy for Disaster Risk Management2009. The National Disaster Management
Council would make it easier to direct and
coordinate the efforts of all the stakeholders
(ministries, security agencies including
the Nepalese Army and governmental
and
non-governmental
organizations)
in disaster management. Furthermore,
the establishment of a National Disaster
Management Council would assist in making
the following provisions:

• Provision of National Disaster
Management: Authority In the existing
system, the overall coordination and
control of activities conducted at the
operational level is carried out centrally
by the National Emergency Operations
Centre (NEOC). As the NEOC possesses

Briefing the Special Committee on Disaster
Management

very little practical capability in carrying
out this task, a National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA) should be
established as per the recommendation
in the National Strategy of Disaster Risk
Management− 2009. In many developing
countries that have adopted this model,
the NDMA is an independent entity and
often retired senior military officers (and in
some cases serving senior military officers)
are appointed to it. It is advisable to follow
the same practice in Nepal as well.

• Modification

and
Additional
Provisions in National Disaster
Response Framework

Due to various reasons, as provisioned
by the National Disaster Response
Framework, the entities assigned with
primary and secondary roles in the
specified work sectors couldn’t operate
actively. As a result, the Nepalese
Army had to undertake tasks such
as treatment of injured, construction
of temporary shelters for displaced
persons, management of relief materials
received in international assistance,
storage of relief materials, supply of
relief materials, etc. which as per the
National Disaster Response Framework
was the responsibilities of some other
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allegations of misuse did emerge. Given
such allegations, many organizations
made requests to the Nepalese Army,
on record the most trusted institution in
the country, to facilitate the distribution
of such relief materials. Therefore it is
advisable, in the initial stages when other
entities are not fully organized, to give full
responsibility to the Nepalese Army for
the distribution of relief materials. Later
on, as soon as civilian bodies are able to
handle this responsibility, this function
can be handed over.

entity. Considering this fact, it should be
clearly mentioned in the framework that
till such time as the specified entities are
unprepared to undertake such tasks; the
Nepalese Army will have the authority to
undertake them.

•

Similarly, it became clear that during
such disasters relief materials are not
only generated from international
sources, but also from sources within
the nation. Effective management,
storage, distribution and record of
such relief materials are also equally
important. However, due lack of proper
management, storage, distribution and
record of such relief materials some

•

The existing practice of establishing
a relatively small military command
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Source: Himal Media, Nepali Times 21-27 August 2015 #722 Nation: ‘Have Faith’

Seeking unity of effort: Briefing representatives from other security agencies at the Operations Centre

centre/cell at the National Emergency
Operations Centre (NEOC) was found to
be inadequate and impractical. As initially
both foreign military and civilian search
and rescue teams were directed to the
Multi National Military Coordination Centre
(MNMOCC) of the Nepalese Army HQ, it is
advisable to maintain strong liaison at the
NEOC and establish a separate robust
MNMCC for all the military (and initially
civilian) search and rescue operations to
be directed and coordinated.

Establishment of Airport Liaison
and Logistics Operations Centre
At times of major disasters, huge
quantities of relief items will flow into the
country, which makes their management
a great challenge. In the aftermath of the
devastating earthquake, the Humanitarian
Staging Area was established to manage
the relief items that were being brought
in. However, the Humanitarian Staging
Area as originally envisaged lacked the
necessary mechanism and structure to
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Management of Foreign Military
Humanitarian Assistance
Military humanitarian assistance provided
recently in the aftermath of the devastating
earthquake by friendly nations in areas such
as search and rescue, medical treatment and
air supply of relief materials was very crucial
for the success of overall disaster response
operations. As the national capacity in
the above-mentioned areas is lower than
it should be, it is advisable to accept such
assistance from friendly foreign countries
at times of disaster. Therefore bilateral and
multilateral agreements (preferably preagreed) are required.

carry out this task effectively. Therefore,
to avoid this in the future, Airport Liaison
and Logistics Operation Centre should be
established. After the April 25th earthquake,
the Nepalese Army managed the storage
of relief materials that were pouring in by
constructing temporary storage facilities.
Most of the teams from friendly foreign
nations used military aircraft to supply the
relief materials to the desired locations and
again the Nepalese Army played a significant
role in coordinating the movement of such
aircraft. It proved practically advisable
to allot responsibility of establishing and
running the Airport Liaison and Logistics
Operations Centre to the Nepalese Army, a
function it had to undertake by default.
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All hands on deck: Soldiers work hand in hand with local volunteers
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Further
Development
of
Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) for the Multi National
Military Coordination Centre
To effectively mobilize the resources brought
in by foreign military humanitarian assistance
teams and to coordinate their activities, the
SOPs for the Multi National Coordination
Centre must be further developed. Only after
such a SOP is formalized and implemented,
problems that had to be faced in the recent
past (such as foreign military assistance
teams bringing along weapons or not coming
in self−sustained) can be avoided. In addition
to its development and implementation, sites
suitable for establishing camps for such
foreign military assistance teams should be
earmarked in advance.

Capacity Building
Nepalese Army

of

the

Enhancing Air Transport Capability
From the recent experience in rescue relief
distribution; it was found that, Host Nation
crew understandably had advantages of

being familiar will the terrain and weather
and hence could carry greater quantities
of relief materials and reach more difficult
areas. Therefore, it is beneficial to enhance
own air transport capabilities and lower the
dependency on foreign air.

Enhancing Search
Capabilities

and

Rescue

The first 72 hours after the disaster is
considered as golden window in disaster
rescue and relief operations. Recent
experience shows that the foreign search and
rescue teams could be effectively functional
after 48 hours at the earliest. Additionally
in the recent earthquake there were no
significant damages to the international
airport and 76 foreign military and civilian
search and rescue teams did reach in Nepal.
Considering this, it is advisable to enhance
the overall national search and rescue
capabilities (providing necessary training
and equipment) to the Nepalese Army and
other national entities.

Provision of Additional
Bridging Equipment

Portable

From the recent devastating earthquake,
at many places in the mountainous region,
craters have been created. Such places are
at risk of landslides. Therefore, there is a
possibility that the road communication will
be blocked in days to come. To keep road
communications open, it is necessary to
have portable bridging equipment such as
the ‘Acrow’ and ‘Bailey’ bridges.

Special Provision to Requisition of
Means of Transportation
As per the existing system for disaster
management, in times of emergency all
private and public transports can be used
for rescue and relief operations under the
control of the Ministry of Home Affairs. The
World Food Program has special agreement
with the Nepal Airlines Operators’ Association
and Transport Business Association for the
same purpose. In the recent disaster, the
lead actor in transporting relief materials
using air transport and coordinating their
movement was the Nepalese Army. Given
its resources, skilled manpower, experience,
and fact that its personnel would be present

and functional, the Nepalese Army is the
most suited for this kind of task. Therefore, in
times of disaster, the provisions allowing for
civilian aircraft and vehicles to be brought
under operational control of the Nepalese
Army to be used for rescue and relief
operations should be considered..

Provision of Sufficient Budget
Out of the annual budget allocated to the
Nepalese Army, the amount allocated under
the heading ‘Machinery and Equipment’ is
extremely minimal (two to four percent).
Therefore, it is almost impossible to procure
necessary machineries and equipment
required for truly enhancing its search and
rescue capabilities to the necessary extent.
To prepare for disasters of similar or even
greater scales in the future, it is vital that
such capabilities of the army are enhanced.
Moreover, as per the existing system, the
Ministry of Home Affairs is responsible for
reimbursing the expenditure incurred in
the use of air transportation for rescue and
relief operations. It would be more practical
if the budget to cover such expenditure
were allocated to the Nepalese Army via the
Ministry of Defence.

NA personnel during an exercise practicing collapsed structure search and rescue
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Preparedness
In the past, realizing the possibility of a major
disaster; the Nepalese Army had conducted
several disaster response exercises at the
national, regional and international levels and
had also formulated disaster response plans.

As disaster response is a multidimensional
activity which requires joint effort of all
the concerned authorities and partners, a
‘National Disaster Response Plan’ should be
developed and regular exercises should be
based on it, involving all the concerned.

OTHER LESSONS FROM NEPAL HADR 2015
Need for Improved Hazard Anticipation (including Mapping):
•

Identify and follow through to develop such capacity in Nepal.

•

Prior Preparation is Never Wasted

•

Series of planning and ground exercises have been conducted over the last decade, mostly with US
Pacific Command (PACOM) assistance.
In lieu of actual rules and regulations, the NA/foreign teams fell back on what was exercised and this
was key to success – e.g. MNMCC Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
Need to continue to pursue cooperation in International Planning and Practical Exercises.

•

•

Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment Mechanism:
•

Requirement to develop ability to quickly assess needs.

At Outset, the Military is the Most Organized Asset
•
•
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•

Accept it and build on it - “Reinforce success”.
While conventional wisdom may be that the military is not the first responder, in Nepal the
constitution designates it a primary function in HADR.
There is also the valid economic argument regarding the affordability and wisdom of creating a separate,
less capable force just for HADR in an economically challenged country.

Management of Foreign Teams:
The Nepalese Army
in the Aftermath
of the Gorkha
Earthquake
of 2015

•

Foreign Teams are present on the invitation of the sovereign Host Nations (different to scenarios in
failed states or where the intervention is based on a Security Council Resolution).

•

All foreign military assets (including aviation), irrespective of their contracts with external
developmental agencies or other organisations, must be open to coordination with the Host Nation
Military, and each other, through the MNMCC.

NA helicopter evacuating injured to ‘A’ Grade field hospital in Chhauni set up by Israeli Medical Team

•

Few foreign teams can be effectively operational before 72 hours, and few stay over a month. Hence
it is best to use such teams in a manner that complements and shores up the Host Nation capabilities.

•

The Host Nation Military therefore facilitates, coordinates – Gains synergy while safeguarding guests
and ensuring adequate sharing of information.

•

The Host Nation must be prepared to drive the list of requirements, must prepare to cope for the rst 72 hours.

•

Foreign Teams must come self-sustained and the Host Military must ensure strong Reception and Liaison.

•

In major disasters, if Civilian OSOCC is not up and ready (in Nepal perhaps due to the remoteness
and cluttered air eld, it took some 54 hours), Host Nation Military must be prepared to initially
coordinate all foreign teams coming in (in Nepal, the Government and UN OCHA asked the MNMCC to
do so until OSOCC was effective).

Improvisation and Ability to Adapt Must be Complemented with Critical Equipment
•

The Government must ensure that the Military, as the primary responder, is sufficiently equipped
for HADR role. In Nepal, in addition to the Medium CSSR teams that the Nepalese Army has, the
Government needs to prepare at least 1 x Heavy CSSR Team as well as augment the Nepalese Army
aviation capacity with heavy and medium heli-lift capabilities. The augmentation of air capabilities is
very important, as experience has proved that the ability of Foreign Air is limited in new areas.

Synergy through Common Operating Picture (shared info) and Clear Guidance from the
Government
•
•

Joint and complementary approach, woven together through sensible Government policy.
The need to formalize the Joint Coordination Committee (JCC) as part of the shared tactical level
coordination mechanism between MNMCC and OSOCC. This is intended to go beyond the existing LO
exchange, with participation of appointments able to make decisions. Figure below:
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NEOC = National Emergency Operations Centre
LEMA = Local Emergency Management Agency

The need to Upgrade the MNMCC Structure as per Lessons of the Gorkha Earthquake of 2015
• See recommended changes as above right (self explanatory)

Community is a Vital Responder and Partner
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hence: Help build resilient communities:
Each Village Hall (VDC Bhawan) = a HADR shelter
System of mandatory rescue training/role for
local sports clubs
Crowd sourcing and web based information means.
Early warning system.
Vital stocks in regions.

Anticipatory Planning is Critical, but Crisis
Management Ability is Vital (you can
never plan/prepare enough)
• Hence: “Expect the Unexpected” and continue to build crisis coping mentality and
skills as well as HADR capacity.

POSTSCRIPT
Disasters do not necessarily give prior warning. In a country like Nepal, which is at high
risk, natural disasters of different scales and types are frequent. Therefore, preparedness
is necessary for all sectors to effectively deal with such disasters. As the most resilient
and prepared entities, the security agencies have to be prepared to take the lead role
when required.
The Nepalese Army, by virtue of its disciplined and well trained forces, as well as
nationwide presence, is considered as the most reliable and effective force to deal with
such disasters. This was again proven from its rapid mobilization and operations after the
mega earthquake of 25 April 2015. The tremendous contribution of the 18 Foreign Military
Teams who were rushed to Nepal, has been highly appreciated by the Nepalese Army and
the Nepali people. They stood shoulder to shoulder with the Nepalese Army in Nepal’s
hour of need and this will never be forgotten.
In addition to search and rescue operations and coordination of multinational military
humanitarian assistance; the Nepalese Army also took the lead role in activities such as
treatment of injured civilians, management and distribution of relief materials, coordination of
non-military support from friendly nations, debris management and management of temporary
shelters. Considering this fact, the Nepalese Army’s capabilities in disaster response have to
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be enhanced with priority. At the same time, the existing disaster management mechanism
has to be upgraded to overcome its shortcomings and to make it more practical, effective,
efficient and joint in the support of a more disaster resilient community.
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NA Ranger DART operating in high altitude areas around Langtang

NA personnel working to protect heritage sites
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